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Due to the fact that my schedule was quite full this past weekend along with the fact that
I get quite severe motion sickness from watching 3D movies, ride films and IMAX movies,
I was not able to see most of the presentations that were shown at this year’s Interactive
Futures conference at Emily Carr. That being said, the one performance that I was able to
see in at least some form was t2:Echo by Henry Daniel.
While I was not able to see the entire performance, due to the fact that the concourse
gallery walls that were blocking my seeing most of the actual dancers’ performances. On
top of this, I was also helping direct the audience members to their respective locations,
facilitating their viewpoints and actively going to get benches for more vertically challenged
people to stand on.
By positioning the dancers in two separate yet interlinked locations, the director was able
to create a bridge between the performances. This was further articulated by the video
coding and processing for telepresence technology that was used to create the concurrent
ghosting effect that was seen on the wall of the ECUAD concourse gallery and the main
display screen in the IDS Motion Capture studio.
The ghosting effect that was projected onto the concourse gallery wall showed the dual
performances and interlaid them onto one another and provided a somewhat random video
playback quality as each dancer took centre stage in front of the crowd. They also entered
the stage from multiple entry points and once their rotation in each location was complete,
they then ran either to or from the concourse gallery and IDS MoCap studio in order to
continue their respective performances there.
I have never seen a live dance performance like this before and it was quite the sight to
see, as the dancers themselves were able to glide through the space with the greatest of
ease and truly encompass it. From what I could see, it was a beautiful and creative bridging
of technology and human performance into a multi-faceted co-locative art piece and would
enjoy seeing more performances by Henry Daniel and his accompanying dance troupe.

